The Right Equipment For The Job

Tubular Drag Conveyor

The Best Conveying Technology that Delivers Superior Performance and Long Life.

- **Convey product in a completely sealed system.** The sprocket drive pulls a heavy-duty chain and flight assembly through a fully enclosed casing, moving material through the pipe. This conveying method won’t separate or degrade product and prevents dusting.

- **Use less energy than other conveyors.** The low horsepower motor produces the steady drag that cuts your unit energy costs.

- **Move challenging materials.** Convey high-moisture ingredients, abrasive, blended, friable, easy-to-compact, large particle, or smear products without compromising quality.

- **One conveyor does the work of many.** Configure the tubular drag to convey product vertically, horizontally, at any angle and around corners. Inlets and outlets can be configured where needed.

EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL LAYOUT CONFIGURATIONS
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Self-Cleaning Discharge Gate: Prevent material from getting trapped with this exclusive discharge gate design. The gate opens and closes flat against the convex pipe, eliminating trapped material.

Brush Box: Effectively remove sticky material from flights and chain with dual spinning brushes that prevent carryover, and facilitate full material discharge from the conveyor. Other cleaning options available, such as air knife and vibration box.

Auto Tensioner: Patented air-over-hydraulic auto tensioner mitigates unplanned downtime and dramatically reduces maintenance. Built-in sensors automatically keep the chain at optimum performance, even under varying loads.

Flight and Chain Configurations: Hapman engineers will select the correct chain and flight design combination to meet your specific process and material requirements. Hapman offers link and pin type chains, which are less prone to fatigue and wear, and stretch less than steel cables. Also available are Hapman’s exclusive rivetless and seal-pin chain options to fit a wider array of applications.

We offer a true performance guarantee ensuring your Hapman equipment achieves the specific results it was designed and manufactured to deliver. And if you need technical support, call us. We are available 24/7.

Hapman offers a complete line of material handling equipment that easily integrates into existing systems, including:

- Flexible Screw Conveyors
- En-Masse Conveyors
- Bag Dump Stations
- Feeders
- Bulk Bag Unloaders
- Bulk Bag Fillers
- Bag Compactors
- Lump Breakers
- And More
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